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promotes learning processes which strengthen our self-
confidence. It cannot be reduced to single issues. Subdivided
into portions of subject matter, into chapters or weekly
lessons, it loses substance. Learning by heart prevents us from
wisdom. Global learning requires our full participation and
our curiosity. We should rest with people, things and events
without feeling that we waste our time.

The grass does not grow faster if we pull it
Today there is often no time for reflection and doubt. All
processes are rationalised and intensified. The ends rule the
means. Haste drives away thought. Striving for the future
prevents us from contemplating the here and now.

Too often, a horrific portrayal of globalisation tells us that
global development will lead us straight into destruction.
However, what is the effect of such scenarios? Do they lead to
understanding and care? Should we not be more concerned
with our common attitudes than with blaming others? To
experience participation in concrete projects will lead to more
development than any external strategy however professional
or well-meaning.

Again and again we need exploration, reflection and
thoughtfulness. Global learning should not follow the credo of
any absolutist planning. It should be an open process growing
out of the needs of everybody involved. For decades the Club
of Rome has pointed to the importance and necessity of
visionary discussions. If the future can be created, there must
be spheres of thought and fantasy which are freed from the
pressure of political interest and instrumentalism. Global
learning is not primarily a means to create a better world, but
it promotes the ability to decide for yourself in a global
context.

It is very difficult to recognise the world as a complicated
net and to react accordingly. We too often simplify the
interdependence and schematise difficult interactions. As long
as the social, ecological and cultural environment was stable

we could differentiate between the known and unknown on
our mental maps. Today, multicultural society is a reality.
Scientific and technological development has moved beyond
our traditional horizons. The context in which people live can
no longer be explained in simple words. Global problems do
not offer a linear cause-effect connection and their complexity
does not allow a clear perception with our senses.

Any appeal solely to personal responsibility will lose out in
such a complex situation. Through language and thinking we
can cope with the limits of spontaneous reason. For anybody
who develops and carries out projects of global learning it is
important to reflect about the processes of learning in general
and to show respect for human beings as independent learning
individuals living in a complex society.

Helmuth Hartmeyer is the director of KommEnt, the
Society for Communication and Development, which
advises groups and NGOs within Austria who wish to
highlight global issues through educational, cultural,
scientific and awareness raising programmes. KommEnt
funds projects on behalf of the Ministries for Foreign
Affairs and for Education, Science and Culture. It offers
training courses for NGOs, evaluates educational
programmes and carries out studies and research work in
the field of public awareness raising and global
education. Its objectives are the qualitative improvement
of global education and information in Austria, their
institutionalisation in Austrian politics, the strengthening of
dialogue between the public and civil sector, and the
intensification of communication and coordination
processes on a local, national and international level.

This paper was first presented at a workshop in Salzburg on 18
March 2003 which was part of a reflective process for Austrian
NGOs, in which they discuss their work and practical
experiences and strategies for the future.
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After the Rio summit, concepts of education for
sustainability began to be publicly discussed. In Germany.
Different groups, with different focuses have contributed to
this debate. In order to understand these contributions a
review into history might be useful.

During the seventies the agency of the Protestant
Churches in Germany ‘Bread for the World’ (Brot für die
Welt) initiated a campaign ‘Aktion e’ – ‘e’ for energy –
which at first caused some confusion among those

actively involved in Third World activities but later met
with broad approval. The campaign stressed that over- and
underdevelopment are closely related to each other and
that consumption of goods and energy in the Northern
hemisphere is one of the main factors which causes
problems for the Southern hemisphere. 

At that time it was spectacular that an agency which
was mandated to collect charitable contributions and to
carry out projects in Southern countries should campaign
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to change life styles in the North. It marked a far reaching
change of paradigm for global learning, in which
development in general was taken into consideration, not
only underdevelopment in countries of the South. Energy
consumption was on the agenda mainly because of the
global economic interconnections and less because of the
ecological dimensions. Later, in the eighties, the
ecological aspects were considered of greater importance
– in particular in conjunction with increasing public
awareness of the after-effects of cutting down virgin forest
around the globe and the debate about the ‘ecumenical
process for peace, justice and integrity of creation’. 

This idea, which was hitherto mainly part of the
discussion about development issues in the framework of
Christian churches, became part of state related dialogue
after the Rio Summit. It is important to know that until
the end of the nineties development education in
Germany was predominantly promoted by the churches,
above all by the Protestant Church. The ‘Evangelical
Church in Germany’ contributed 5.5 Mill Euro per year to
promote development education in non governmental
organisations (NGOs), local churches and schools,
irrespective of church membership or affiliation. State
authorities allocated only 2.2 Mill Euro for this purpose.
Only when the red-green federal government started in
1998 was support for
development education more
than doubled (to 6 Mill Euro).
On the other hand support for
environmental education by the
state was considerably higher and
embodied in universities by
professorial chairs. 

The limited state support for
development education in the
nineties is the reason that any innovative steps were
facilitated by church related agencies. As these
organisations initiated the Rio process in Germany the
educational effects of Agenda 21 were underestimated.
The basic challenges of Agenda 21, i.e. justice between
generations and the importance of learning processes and
skills were overlooked as many key people felt
encouraged to continue interweaving environmental and
development aspects which have been constantly
discussed since the sixties.

Those involved in environmental education reacted
differently. In order to translate both environment and
development aspects of Agenda 21 into action in German
schools, the concept of environmental education
developed in the framework of universities was
transformed into a program for German school education.
This concept was called ‘Education 21’ (Bildung 21). It

claimed to present an innovative concept for the 21st
century with a broad approach to the issue of
‘environment and development’. In 1999 this concept was
officially approved by the German federal government
and the federal states (BLK) and equipped with about 12
Mill Euro for five years. 

The consistent interweaving of the contents of Agenda
21 with aspects of the culture of learning constitutes the
strength of the BLK program. The issue of contents which
is often predominant in NGOs is replaced by the concept
of ‘shaping development for sustainability’. This concept
can be understood as shaping competence in a double
sense: as capability and skill for self development in a
global world on one hand and for shaping the
environment in a participatory way on the other hand.
Three different modules have been developed to
implement the concept in school lessons: the principle of
organising knowledge by linking different scientific areas;
participatory learning; and innovative structures. Schools
can choose one of these modules and work on one focal
point – in the first module, interweaving different
scientific areas, eg. ‘mobility and sustainability’ or
‘health and sustainability’; in the ‘participatory learning’
module, indicators of sustainability can be developed for
the school or classes can be participate in the local

implementation processes of
Agenda 21; in the ‘innovative
structures’ module, schools can,
for example, undergo an audit for
sustainability. 
The innovative content of the
program, concentrating on the
shaping of learning and skills, is
clear but there is a danger that
the specific issues of

sustainability could recede into the background in favour
of general learning competence and skills. 

The invitation to the schools to participate was
implemented very quickly via the networks and informal
structures of those involved in environmental education.
This caused people active in development education to
feel excluded, a suspicion which was reinforced by the
concept of the program, which followed the tradition of
environmental education and did not recognise drafts
elaborated in the framework of development education.
Moreover with the focus of the program on learning, there
are no longer links either to issues of global solidarity or
to the main principle of justice. 

The situation has now calmed down. In terms of
concept and structure the BLK-program has moved
towards development education and has tried to integrate
some initiatives and approaches of global learning. With
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.... there is a danger that the
specific issues of sustainability

could recede into the background
in favour of general learning

competence and skills. 



the extensive financial backing and publicity of Agenda
21 the programme gained wide public attention. The
programme’s steering group has permanently integrated
sustainable development education into the school agenda
and has implemented it in curricula and school-books. 

In 1997 the German federal government submitted a
report on environmental education in Germany in
preparation for the summit in Johannesburg. It was
initially produced as Report of the federal government on
education for sustainable development and involved a
number of experts in development education. The report
explicitly underlines development education and global
learning as the second pillar of education for sustainable
development in Germany. VENRO, the association for
German development education NGOs, welcomed the
importance given to global learning in this report, but also
mentioned that global learning continues to play a
subordinate role to environmental education in the context
of education for sustainability. The association criticised
the unsatisfactory financial support for global learning (in
particular for organisational and structural support) and
the lack of recognition for important development
education initiatives such as the Millennium Goals of the
United Nations and the German federal government’s
‘Aktionsprogramm 2015’ to combat poverty. 

The response of the German federal parliament to this
report also criticised the subordinate role of development
education and emphasised that both areas of concern have
to be supported equally. But steps to overcome this
disadvantage are still lacking. Structural support for
global learning continues to be a missing link. Instead,
there is governmental support for a number of centres for
environmental activities and due to their broad
membership the environmental organisations have much
better structural equipment at their disposal. 

Representatives of education for sustainable
development, mainly those involved in the BLK-program,
refuse demands for more intensive support and visibility
for global learning, labelling it reactionary. They claim it
is outdated and does not take into account the new
dimension of the interrelatedness of environment and
development, but emphasises their separation. This
criticism would be justified if both aspects were
considered equal components of sustainable education.
But as the instruments of governmental support in

Germany have not yet taken appropriate steps to equally
include environmental and development activities in the
context of sustainable education, and as global learning –
which emphasizes in particular the issue of global justice
– has not yet become an integral element of sustainable
education, it continues to be essential to underline the
objectives of global learning and not to incorporate them
simply into a concept of sustainable development –
despite the fact that both aspects are, of course, linked. 

In German development education an intensified
debate about the concepts and theories put forward by the
BLK program is still pending. On one hand it is evident
that competences and skills which need to be learned in
order to shape globalisation must be placed in the centre.
On the other hand these abilities can not be taught
without a context. Bearing in mind the ‘hidden
curriculum’, the contents through which the difference
competences will be learned seem not to be irrelevant. It
is contrary to the claims of global learning if in the BLK
program aspects of justice and international
compensation, of the global structures of economic
activities and their effects, recede into the background or
disappear in favour of participatory processes. 

It is doubtful whether a competence acquired, for
example, by considering mobility in cities, can be
transferred to the dimension of global co-operation. This
question demands not only intensive research but also a
debate on theory which we believe to be of great
importance to the area of global learning. 
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